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Deputy Collector, or in charge of an I.C.S. official who will be an Assistant Collector.    Is that correct ?—Yes.
 150.	Now then we want to come to the point which
Viscount Burnham and myself have in view.    As
regards the Provincial Service first of all, is there any
recruiting in England at all at present ?—None at all.
 151.	So that we may take it in substance that
the Provincial Service is an Indian service ?—Yes.
 152.	I do not know if there is any exception at
all.    One can imagine a case where we may require a
specialist ?—In that case specialists might be got out.
 153.	I suppose it is done through the High Com
missioner ?—Yes.
 154.	But may we take it broadly that a Provincial
service is an'Indian service ?—Yes, but it may also
include what are called domiciled  Europeans  and
Anglo-Indians.
 155.	Yes, it is important to note that.    Aud so
far. as that Indian service goes, is it a new feature,
or has it been so for a long time ?—No ;  it has been
so for a long time.
.156. Now we will go back to the All-India services. You have given us the figure of the I.C.S. people ?—Yes,
 157.	But there will be others also of the Provincial
Service.   What are the others ?—Yes ; in the district,
the District Superintendent of Police, the Executive
Engineer;   and in certain districts the Civil Surgeon
would be a member of the I.M.S.
 158.	That is an All-India service ?—Yes,
 159.	I do not go into detail, but I imagine that
•tibere will be some people who are Europeans and
some people Indians ?—Yes.
 160.	Now let us take the  I.C.S.,  of which you
have given the figure  as  136.    You have got the
latest list there.    In fact in the Presidency to-day
how many of the  I.C.S.   are  Europeans and how
many are Indians ?—31 Indians and the remainder
are Europeans.

 161.	Sardar Shivdeu Singh Uberoi: At page 246* we
find from Appendix B relating to the Indian Police
Service that since 1926 there has not been any in
crease in the appointment of Indians in that service.
May I ask Mr. Turner what it is due to ?—I am
.afraid I cannot answer that question.   It is in charge
of the Secretary in the Home Department.
 162.	In the Indian Veterinary Service (Appendix
G*), we find that the whole cadre is 3, and there is
not a single Indian on that cadre.    Is that a fact ?—
I may again say, sir,  that it is the Secretary of the
Revenue Department that is responsible for that.
I believe it is correct.
 163.	The Chairman : I suppose all these appendices
are correct, as printed ?—I may point out that all
European recruitment in England for the All-India
Services in the Transferred departments has been
stopped since 1924.
 164.	That is important.    What about Education
and Medical ?—No, Medical is a separate service.
165.	Major Attlee :    Am I right in saying this,
that some of  these  services,   like  the  Veterinary
Service,   are   dying services ?    The new provincial
cadres are being built up and the old are just a
remainder from the previous schemfe ?—That is so.
T\he Chairman : Does that mean that under a different classification you get Indians ?'
Major Attlee : That is what I am given to understand.
Witness : We are building up a provincial service to take the place of these All-India services.
The Chairman : This is one of the dying services. You have only got three or four people there. But, as a matter of fact, for the future the service will not be All-India but will be provincial, and, being provincial, it will be an Indian service. I think that is the explanation that Sardar Uberoi wanted.
166.	Lord Burnham :'   I  would like to  ask Mr.
Turner first of all whether the term " Indianisation
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 of Services " has been defined for the purposes of Government ? What does it mean ?—It means appointing Indians in the place of Europeans.
 167.	Exclusively Indians ?—Anglo-Indians also.
 168.	Putting  the   Anglo-Indian   along   with   the
Indian, you mean it is an exclusively Indian appoint
ment ?—Yes.    Indianisation figures vary in different
cadres, but it means the substitution of Indians for
Europeans.
 169.	And that is your explanation when you wrote
your chapter in this book on Indianisation of Ser
vices ?—Yes.
 170.	Do I understand that since certain services
have been transferred there have been no Europeans
recruited for those services ?—That is so, sir.     In
fact in all the departments which have been trans
ferred, except Medical, all recruitment in Europe has
been stopped.
171- And there is no recruitment of Europeans here ?—Occasionally we may have Europeans. Xn the Education Department, for instance, we have recruited a Professor, a European, from one of the Missionary colleges. He was an expert. We wanted him for a certain subject.
 172.	Is that a rule laid  down by the  Bombay
Government ?—(Mr. Wiles) :   It is the Government
of India, I think.    (Mr. Turner) :   I think, as far as
I remember, that it is the Secretary of State who
has stopped all recruitment in England in all those
departments.
 173.	Does that mean all European recruitment ?—
Yes.
 174.	It  may not,  perhaps,   be  fair  to   ask  you
matters of opinion, and therefore I do not do it,
but I suppose that is already altering, as we see by
the figures, the balance of appointments throughout
all the departments ?—Yes, undoubtedly.
175.	Where  you  require   special  qualifications—
•say, as in Agriculture—has any attempt been made
to secure a man irrespective of his being an Indian or a European, or is an Indian appointed as a matter of course ?—As a rule, if a post is vacant now, anyone can apply. The terms are stated and selections are made from those who apply.
 176.	I   notice   that   the   Royal   Commission   on
Agriculture which has just reported speaks of the
immense importance of getting a man with special
qualifications to certain posts ?—Yes.
 177.	Have you any experience of that kind here ?
—In the Education Department we did give special
terms in certain, appointments.
 178.	Was it a short-term appointment ?—Yes.
 179.	Without   any   guarantee   of   tenure ?—Yes,
without any guarantee of tenure.
 180.	Did they get any bonus if their work was
satisfactory ?—No.    If he were a European, he got
his passage home.
 181.	Well, the issue briefly is that so far as all
the Provincial services go in the Transferred depart
ments they will be wholly staffed by Indians.    Is
that  so ?—In the  Education Department,  for  ex
ample, in at least twenty years it will be wholly
staffed by Indians.
 182.	You said in answer  to  the  Chairman,   or
rather I understood you to say,  that as regards
•	provincial appointments there has not been so much,
of a change except in the Transferred departments.
Do I understand you correctly ?—Provincial Services
have always been, under the Provincial Governments.
*	183. They were always held by Indians ?—Some
times appointments have been made from outside,
but such appointments were very rarely made.
184. Which of the Provincial Services that has been transferred is clearly in the position you just described ?—Take the Education Department. Formerly the head of the department, tine Director of Public Instruction, the Deputy Director of Public Instruction, the Inspectors of Schools, the heads of Colleges were all members of the Indian Educational Service and were recruited by the Secretary of State. -"Now,.that department has been transferred to the Local Government. In. future, all the appointments

